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 Perovskite Manganites have received numerous attentions due to exotic behaviors 
such as colossal magnetoreistance (CMR) and electronic phase separation (EPS). The 
purpose of my research is to answer fundamental questions about the growth properties 
of manganites and electric field control of the EPS properties. 
 Experimental study was conducted on controlling the growth mode of 
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3[Lanthanum Strontium Manganese Oxide] thin films using pulsed laser 
deposition. Different thin film morphology, crystallinity and stoichiometry have been 
observed depending on growth parameters. To understand the microscopic origin, the 
thermodynamic processes were theoretically analyzed and a growth diagram was 
constructed. Three boundaries between highly and poorly crystallized, layer-by-layer and 
3D, stoichiometric and non-stoichiometric growth were identified in the growth diagram. 
A good fit of our experimental observation with the growth diagram was found. This case 
study demonstrates that a more comprehensive understanding and the predicting of the 
growth mode in PLD is possible. 
Behaviors such as high Tc superconductivity, CMR, and the metal-insulator 
transition, have been tied to inherent electronic phases coexisting in a single crystal 
material. These phases offer the potential for creating new types of electronic devices 
based on tuning the finely balanced energetics stabilizing emergent phase domains. Here 
we demonstrate novel approaches to induce resistive electric field effect transitions based 
on the modification of the inherent electronic domain structures in single crystal materials.  
A phase separated manganite system confined to a scale which isolates a few electronic 
domains is controlled using laterally gated electrodes to tune percolative conduction 
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channels which give repeatable resistive changes. This technique also makes it possible 
to create multistate switching devices from a single confined transport channel. Electro-
resistance up to 400% is observed during the cooling process under static electric field. 
These findings provide an avenue to control inherent electronic phases as a means of 
creating novel nano-electronic devices. 
 While manganites are the primary focus throughout this dissertation, both the 
growth diagram and spatially confined E-field techniques can be extended to understand 
fundamental growth phases in other epitaxial oxides materials and exploring the electric 
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Chapter 1 Introduction and Background 
1.1 Introduction 
When we talk about the phrase “condensed matter physics”, most of people in the 
real world have no idea what we are talking about. So, I always like to describe my work 
as “designing and fabricating new materials” and hope it makes some sense. As a 
dissertation, most of the readers should have some backgrounds on what condensed 
matter physics means and I will present my dissertation in a more professional way. 
 Nowadays, the condensed matter physics research is becoming more and more 
industrial driven so that words such as nanoscale, novel materials are widely used. Indeed, 
my work contributes as small part of this research landscape. While most of my research 
is done not exactly in the scale of nanometer, but as I will show you later, the system I 
worked on can be considered as a prototype system towards achieving new devices and 
functional structures in nanometer scale. Also, I want to point out here that the purpose of 
my work is not focused on how to improve the recent nano-electronic devices 
functionality, but on discovering new physics phenomena on serving as new possibilities 
to achieve new types of useful devices. 
 The structure of this thesis is arranged as follow: Chapter 1 is introduction and 
basic physics of manganites system and the concept of electronic phase separation. 
Chapter 2 will discuss the experimental methods and equipment we used. Chapter 3 will 
be combined theory and experiments on discussing the growth phase diagram of 
manganites grown by Pulsed Laser Deposition Technique. Chapter 4 will discuss my 
results on electric field control of electronic phase separation in spatially confined 
manganites. Chapter 5 will give some outlook about future works and directions. 
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1.2 Basics of Perovskite Manganites 
The works described in this thesis are all done in the system of perovskite 
manganites thus it is important to describe their structural and electronic properties.
1
 As a 
member of strongly correlated materials,
2
 the structure of perovskite manganites is of 
great importance on influencing the electronic and magnetic properties.
3
 The ideal 
perovskite form is cubic with an empirical formula ABO3—the A cations are located on 
the corners, the B cation is located in body center, and the oxygen occupy the faces, as 
shown in Figure 1-1.
4
 Such crystal-field split the Mn d levels into low lying three t2g 












Figure 1-1: Perovskite structure.  A-site is marked as dark grey at the 
corners of cubic structure. B-site is marked as light grey in the center of 
octahedral, representing Mn here. Oxygen is shown as red. – 
Reproduced from Ward
4














 ions in 
perovskite structure. The Mn
3+
 on the left shows the presence of 
Jahn-Teller splitting of eg and t2g orbitals due to breaking of cubic 
symmetry of oxygen octahedron distortion. The Mn
4+
 on the right is 






Let’s first consider the parent compound of LaMnO3. Each eg level has one 
electron occupied due to Coulomb repulsion so that they are localized. The direct on-site 
exchange interaction aligns the spins of different d orbitals. Thus, LaMnO3 is an 
antiferromagnetic insulator. The two degenerated eg levels have the tendency towards 
splitting to lower the total energy of the system, an effect known as Jahn-Teller (JT) 
distortion.
6
 Such distortion behaves as oxygen cage deviate from cubic symmetry and is 
widely recognized in perovskite manganites. While the LaMnO3 represent the case of 
zero doping (x=0), A finite doping of A site ions (x>0) can empty some of the eg levels so 
that hopping is possible. As indicated in Figure 1-2, the exchange coupling J between the 
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eg carrier and core t2g spin is larger than the hopping matrix element of neighbouring eg 
electrons. Also, the kinetic energy of itinerant electrons are minimized if all the t2g core 
spins aligned in parallel, a famous mechanism known as double exchange interaction 
which proposed to explain ferromagnetic metal phase at low temperature in doped 











Figure 1-3: Zener’s double exchange model as the basis of 






Among doped manganites, three different phases are widely seen: Ferromagnetic 
metal phase (FMM), Charge ordered insulator phase (COI) and Paramagnetic insulator 
phase (PMI). As an example, a phase diagram of LaCaMnO3 (LCMO) with varying 
doping level is shown in Figure 1-4.
10
 Here we first discuss separately the features of 
these three phases, but note that these phases may coexist under different length scales, 







Figure 1-4: Phase diagram of La1-xCaxMnO3. The FM, AF phases are 






The FMM phase normally occurs at low temperature and are most pronounced at 
x=0.3 in the case of LCMO. As described above, the metallic behavior mainly comes 
from the double exchanged transport through O-Mn-O bonds and the JT fluctuations are 
strongly suppressed.  
The charge ordered phase is recognized as ground states among many manganites 
at different doping range such as PrCaMnO3. As discussed above, the localization came 
from JT distortion can be order because the oxygen octahedral share corners with its 
neighbour and the distortions about one Mn site are anti-shared with a neighbour.
5
 Such 
COI phases are often recognized as stripe patterns in TEM techniques.
11–13
 Figure 1-5 
shows an example of COI stripes patterns in the system of La0.25Ca0.75MnO3 from ref 10. 
Such phenomena strongly related to the A site ionic radius <rA>. Charge carriers tend to 
localize and energetically favorable to order along with the orbital order, which can be 




 Note that the stripes 
can show strong commensurability effects as stabilized phase even though the doping can 
be incommensurate. The nature of this repeating commensurate effect is still not 
universally agreed. Aside from this charge and orbital ordered observation, there are 
phases with only charge-ordered but not orbital-ordered, suggesting strong local 









Figure 1-5: Pairing of charge ordered stripes in La0.25Ca0.75MnO3. 
(a)TEM image showing stripes of 4a0 periodicity.  (b)Proposed model 
showing paired Jahn-Teller stripes. (c) inverted intensity scan showing 











The PMI phase is often observed at certain temperature window and always 
associated with polarons, which small regions of lattice distortion are generated by high 
local densities of carriers.
15,16
 Such PMI phase is found to be quasi-insulating which is 




1.3 Electronic Phase Separation (EPS) 
The three phases described above are typical features found among many 
perovskite manganites. However, to a large extent, these phases do not appear 
individually.  In other words, these electronic and magnetic phases may spatially coexist 
in certain temperature and magnetic field window, although chemically the sample is still 
random alloy.
17–20
 Such domain can coexist on the order of nanometers to microns 
depending on the chemical composition of the material.  
While the mechanism of such EPS effect is still under debate and not fully 
understood, different probing techniques such as transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM)
21
, magnetic force microscopy (MFM)
22,23
 and scanning tunneling spectroscopy 
(STS)
24,25
. Here we show two examples of sub-micron scale EPS in the system of 
(LaPr)1-xCaxMnO3 (LPCMO), which is the system where we did most of our studies on. 
In the case of LPCMO, a typical insulator to metal transition are widely seen in a wide 
doping range from the electronic transport data, as shown in Figure 1-6.
21
 Colossal 
Magnetoreistance (CMR), an effect of orders of magnitude change in resistance under 
applied magnetic field is seen in the system. Such resistivity peak during the cooling 
process indicates a transition from insulating states towards metallic states. Another 
interesting effect is the hysteresis present on the resistivity for cooling and warming 
curves, indicating some sort of phase coexistence inside the system. Indeed, Figure 1-7a 
confirms the phase separation from TEM images, which shows the large submicron 
coexistence of the insulating (bright) and metallic (dark) phases. Such large scale 
electronic phase coexistence is somewhat striking because the Coulomb energy 
associated with big amount of charge density fluctuation is prohibitive on such length 
10 
 
scales. In Figure 1-7b, the MFM study associated with transport measurement reveals 
some of the mystery of EPS. While the transport data shows similar behavior as Figure 1-
6, the temperature dependent MFM images clearly shows a growing of FMM phase while 
cooling. The authors speculate that such metal-insulator transition is associated with 
percolation of the ferromagnetic metallic channels in the film. In later chapters, we will 








Figure 1-6: transport measurement of Colossal Magnetoresistance 
(CMR) manganites LPCMO. (a) Resistivity vs. temperature for 
different doped LPCMO. (b) Relative change in resistivity on 








Figure 1-7: Direct observation of electronic phase separation in 
LPCMO. (a) TEM image of bulk LPCMO showing EPS, taken from 
ref 20. (b) MFM images showing EPS along with the Resistivity versus 







The theoretical understanding of such a large scale EPS has been proposed by 




, although a conclusive 
understanding of EPS picture is still controversial. Aside from explaining the mechanism, 
lots of experimental efforts on tuning EPS by external perturbations have been achieved, 
which will be discussed in the next section. 
 
1.4 External Parameters on Tuning EPS 
Due to the strongly correlated nature of electron, orbital, spin and lattice 
parameters, any change in one or more of these parameters can induce a substantial 
change in a global manner. Figure 1-8 illustrates some examples on using external 
perturbation to modulate manganites properties, mostly through transport characterization. 
The CMR concept is donated as huge resistivity change induced by the magnetic field.
6
 
The large enough current can also induce a giant resistivity reduction in the system of 
PCMO, possibly due to heating effect or dielectric breakdown.
28
 By means of epitaxial 
growth of manganites on different substrate, the manganites lattice can be strongly lock 
to the substrate, causing the effect of strain. The strain can have substantial effect on 
tuning the electronic ground state between metal and insulator
29
 as well as lock the 
preferential direction of electronic domains.
30
 Instead of substrate, a direct mechanical 
stress applied on bending the film can also shift the metal-insulator transition temperature 
(MIT) and induce a large scaling factor.
31
 Also, applying pressure as high as 11kbar can 














During my PHD study, most of my focus is on how to use electric field to tune the 
EPS properties and explore new types of physical mechanism as well as electronic 




Chapter 2 Experimental Methods 
2.1 Overview of Methods 
While perovskite manganites exhibit many exotic behaviors, the growth of high 
quality sample is the first required step to study and discover new properties. While 
single crystal bulk sample of manganites can be prepared by techniques such as sol-gel 
method, the requirement of high quality epitaxial thin film on different lattice matched or 
mismatched substrates. Among many different growth techniques, Pulsed Laser 
Deposition (PLD) is definitely one of the most promising and popular technique to 
fabricate high quality thin films.
33
 Characterization techniques such as atomic force 
microscopy, magnetometry, x-ray diffraction and transport measurement are commonly 
used to study thin film properties.  
 Even in thin film geometry, the system can be considered somewhat as quasi-two 
dimensional, it is necessary to shrink the system down to smaller structure. This lies in 
the fact that in a two dimensional system, if a transport measurement is performed, the 
electrons will still follow the least resistive path, ignore the high resistive paths such as 
COI state. By spatially confined the thin film into wire geometry with wire width 
comparable to the domain size, we are able to study “hidden” regions and discover much 
interesting phenomena which is missing when probing a two dimensional system.
34–37
 
Figure 2-1 gives a mimic picture of electrons forcing to pass COI domains in a confined 
geometry, while in unconfined geometry the electrons are likely to path through metallic 
states. Thus, the techniques on spatially confining the system to smaller structure are very 





Figure2-1: spatial confinement effect on electronic transport. Red and 
yellow regions denote COI and FMM domains, respectively. The blue 
balls represent electrons and the electron in wire geometry is forced to 








In this chapter, we will discuss PLD as the main technique for our sample growth. 
Characterization techniques will be briefly introduced. Different methods of spatial 










2.2 Pulsed Laser Deposition 
2.2.1 Basic Properties 
The complex nature of perovskite manganites materials requires a precise control 
of crystallinity, stoichiometry and morphology of epitaxial thin film. PLD proves itself to 
be one of the best system on prepare such materials in a thin film manner.  
Figure 2-2 shows our typical components of PLD chamber. The KrF Excimer 
Laser generates laser pulses of wavelength 248nm and duration of about 30ns. The laser 
penetrates through chamber under vacuum or oxygen background gases and hit the target 
material. The surface of target material gets activated, generating large amount of atoms, 
ions and plasmas. These elements interact with background oxygen and reach the 
substrate. High enough temperature is hold on the substrate through home-made heater so 
that the arriving adatoms can nucleate, diffuse and form a layer onto the substrate. A 
Reflection High Energy Electron Diffraction (RHEED) system is always used to monitor 











2.2.2 Target Preparation 
 We usually make all the targets with different ratio of composition to achieve 
different doping levels. We first purchase high purity powders with required components 
and calculate the correct ratios to mix. Take La5/16Pr5/16Ca3/8MnO3 for example, it 
requires a chemical mixing equation of: 
(3)La2O3 + (1)Pr6O11+ (6)CaCO3 + (6)MnO3 = (6)La PrCaMnO3 + (6)CO2 + (10)O2  
 
The calculated proper mass of materials is: 
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La2O3 ⇒ (5/16)•(325.8 g/mol)•(3 mol) = 305.4 g 
Pr6O11 ⇒ (5/16)•(1021.4 g/mol)•(1 mol) = 319.2 g 
CaCO3 ⇒ (3/8)•(100.1 g/mol)•(6 mol) = 225.5g 
MnO3 ⇒ (1)•(86.9 g/mol)•(6 mol) = 521.2 g 
 
After careful measurement through high precision scale, the materials are mixed 
with mortar and pestle for 1 hour until they are in uniform consistency and color. The 
mixture is then pressed into disk pellets in a solid form and annealed in oxygen 
environment of about 1.2 atm at 1300 C for 24 hours. A second mixing and annealing 
process is taken to ensure proper integration of the material. The target then be put into 
the vacuum chamber and degased by means of laser shots under rotating the target. Such 
target rotation is necessary during the growth process to ensure uniformity of target 
surface and preventing particulates ejected. 
 
2.2.3 Reflection High Energy Electron Diffraction (RHEED) 
RHEED has become a routine component in any vacuum growth system. In PLD, 
it is used to monitor the growth features and surface quality. In principle, an electron 
beam is reflected of the growth sample surface and diffracted, then collected on a 
phosphor screen. A high resolution KSA-400 camera is used to collect the image from 
the screen and transfers it to computer which can monitor pixel intensity. RHEED 
intensity oscillation is usually observed and always reflects as a symbol of layer-by-layer 
growth, i.e., atoms form one layer of unit cell (u.c.) followed by stacking layers. Figure 2-
3 shows several commonly seen growth modes and typically corresponding RHEED 
patterns. Step-flow growth is characterized by atom directly moving to step edges; 2D 
growth mode is characterized by 2D nucleation on the terrace and complete for one 
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monolayer; 3D growth islands is characterized by 3D growth on the terrace and always  
shows a reduction of RHEED intensity. 
Here, in this method section, we will not go deep into the growth modes and how 
it corresponds to RHEED oscillation and images. This will be discussed extensively in 
















2.2.4 Growth Parameters 
 Temperature, background oxygen pressure and laser fluence are direct tunable 
parameters experimentally. Any changes in these parameters can alter the growth 
properties totally. In Chapter 3 we will have comprehensive study on how these 
parameters change the growth properties. 
 
 
2.3 Characterization Methods 
2.3.1 Atomic Force Microscopy 
 AFM is a very useful tool on determining film roughness and observing surface 
morphologies, which strongly related to global properties of the sample.
38
 We use room 
temperature AFM at ambient condition to check our thin film morphologies regularly. In 
principle, a cantilever with many microns is equipped with a probe tip having a radius of 
curvature of several nanometers to detect the surface. Figure 2-4 provide a typical block 
diagram of AFM system setup. When the tip is brought close to the sample surface, the 
tip interacts with the sample surface through forces and causes a deflection of cantilever. 
A laser is reflected off of the cantilever’s surface and focused on an array of photodiodes. 









 The contact mode and tapping mode are often used to scan a sample surface. In 
contact mode, the static tip is used as feedback signals with usually gives a better 
resolution on sample morphology. However, it takes the risk that the sample surface will 
be damaged as well as tip damage since they are in contact each other. Tapping mode is 
often used on the purpose of getting a rough idea of sample’s surface morphologies since 
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there is no direct contact evolved and the sample-tip distance is normally kept constant. 
Detailed AFM study on tuning growth parameters will be discussed in Chapter 3. 
 
2.3.2 X-ray Diffraction Technique 
XRD is a powerful tool on detecting crystal lattice information as well as thin film 
crystallinity.  The X-rays have wavelength on the same order as crystal lattice spacing, 
thus making it an ideal tool to study lattice information. The basic principle of XRD is 
fundamental text book concept of Bragg diffraction, as shown in Figure 2-5. The Bragg’s 
law is defined as 2dsin(θ)=nλ where d is the lattice spacing, θ is the angle between 
incident x-ray beam and scattering plane, n is integer and λ is the wavelength of incident 
photon. When the X-ray strikes an atom in the thin film, it reradiates out of the atom as 
Rayleigh scattering. Following the Bragg’s law, the reemitted waves interfere with each 
other constructively or destructively, thus to reconstruct the crystalline structures. This 












 Another useful purpose on XRD is known as rocking curve measurement. This is 
often used to determine the crystallinity of the sample on a large scale. In the ideal case, 
if the crystal lattices are perfect aligned, a peak with delta function will be observed with 
no broadening effect. However, it is not the case since the as-grown sample will 
sometimes have a slight difference of lattice deviation and the crystallized direction. Thus, 
by “rock” the sample in a small angle around the brag peak angle, one can detect the peak 






 Known the magnetization properties of our thin film is an important piece of 
information to study the electronic properties. We use a Quantum Design MPMS, known 
as Superconducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID) which can apply up to 7T 




 The working principle of SQUID is based on Josephson junctions (JJ), as 
illustrated from Figure 2-6. JJ consists of an insulating bridge that connects two 
superconductors.
39
 A current will flow and tunnel through the junction when no voltage is 
applied. A constant driving source current across the junction ring parallel to JJ will give 
a system in which the current across each junction is equal, thus no voltage reading is 
available at the counter. Once any value of magnetic flux is applied (sample 
magnetization), a multiple of the flux quanta ħ/2e will pass through the ring opening, 
where ħ is the Planck’s constant and e is the charge of electron. So by linearly changing 
the flux passing through the ring, the circulating current will react as a sinusoidal 
function and a change in voltage (current) will be measured by the counter. In this sense, 
the device is incredibly sensitive to magnetic fields and suitable to detect small 









2.3.4 Transport Measurements 
Transport measurements are definitely the key part in my PHD works thus a 
highly controllable temperature and magnetic field equipment is necessary. Fortunately, 
our group owns a Quantum Design Physical Properties Measurement System (PPMS) 
with ever-cooling add-ons. The PPMS can apply magnetic fields up to 9T with a control 
resolution of 0.03mT from 0T to1.5T and 0.3mT from 1.5T to 9T. The temperature can 
be stabilized from 1.9K to 400K. A rotator option allows us to rotate our sample with 
respect to the direction of magnetic field during the measurement. Figure 2-7a shows a 
PPMS 6000 system.  
To ensure that the measuring properties come from the thin film, we usually 
perform 4-probe resistance measurement, as illustrated in Figure 2-7b. Contact pads 
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consist of 5nm Ti and 100nm Au is put down using sputtering. The purpose of 
evaporating Ti can increase the adhesive force between contact electrodes and 
manganites film. After the contacts are put, a wire bonding machine is used to connect 
the sample to PPMS sample puck by Al wire. A break-out box is used to connect the 








Figure 2-7: electronic measurement. (a) PPMS system consisting a high 
magnetic field and low temperature dewar and a controlling system. (b) 








2.4 Spatial Confinement Techniques 
2.4.1 Introduction and Motivation 
As mentioned in the introduction, the requirement of shrinking the system down 
to lower dimension is the tendency towards not only fabricating nano-electronic devices, 
but also exploring new physics phenomena. As a prototype system, LPCMO offers an 
opportunity to shrink the system down to micron meter scale to study the confinement 
behavior. Indeed, several important and exotic phenomena have been reported by means 
of wet etch lithography
34–37
 and focused ion beam etching
40
 of LPCMO thin films.  
While the submicron scale may be enough for the confinement study in LPCMO, 
a much broader audience can be attracted by the materials such as LCMO or LSMO 
which have domain sizes on the order of nanometers. Thus, new fabrication techniques 
towards smaller dimension and self-organized nanostructures are really important on 
manganites study. 
In this section we will briefly discussed the confinement techniques of wet etch 
and e-beam lithography. 
 
2.4.2 Photolithography 
Photolithography, or known as wet etch lithography, is one of the most popular 
etching techniques widely used. The advantage of photolithography is its relatively easy 
accessing, while the drawback lies in that it has spatial limitation about 1um. 
The process of photolithography is shown schematically in Figure 2-8. First, 
sample surface needs to be cleaned by acetone and water. Then, the sample is coated with 
a layer of micron thick photoresist (PMMA) and warm up to 115 C about 2 min. 
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Designed mask is put on top of PMMA and exposed under UV light. If positive 
photoresist (PR) is used, the part of PR which is covered by mask will not change its 
chemical property while the part of PR which is uncovered by the mask will change its 
property and easily dissolved in developer.  After developer treatment, the required PR 
will leave on top of manganites to protect it, as shown in step 4 of Figure 2-8. Then, the 
sample was etched in etchant such as KI for couple of seconds and followed by removal 














2.4.3 E-beam Lithography 
E-beam lithography is becoming more and more popular and required to fabricate 
smaller structures. The e-beam lithography has similar processes as wet etch except that 
instead of hard mask, the pattern is written by electron beam. Also, the etching is through 
high energy milling process rather than chemical etch. As for perovskite manganites, we 
collaborate with Dr. Philip Rack and Dr. Joo Hyon Noh from Material Science and 
Engineering Department of University of Tennesse on fabricating small wire structure. 















While the e-beam lithography can shrink the system down to order of hundreds 
nanometers, a strategy known as Al-assistant fabrication gives us the possibility to further 
confine the system to about 50nm. The schematics of such method are illustrated in 
Figure 2-10. The PMMA on top of manganites is first patterned with e-beam lithography, 
followed by evaporation of Al. The Al will be oxidized in air and Ar ion milling is 
performed to remove PMMA so that the smaller Al pattern will survive. By etching again, 













Chapter 3 Growth Diagram of LSMO Thin Films by PLD 
3.1 Introduction and Background 
As mentioned previously, thin film epitaxial growth using pulse laser deposition 
(PLD) has become one of the most popular growth techniques in condensed matter 
physics because of its versatility and the relatively easy ability to control certain 
functionalities by varying growth parameters.
33,41–45
 However, the physical PLD growth 
process is far from simple, because it involves multiple complex steps such as ablation of 
target material, plasma generation and propagation through vacuum or background gas, 
deposition of ablated atoms on substrate,
 
non-equilibrium processes on the surface such 
as diffusion, desorption, nucleation and attaching onto existing atomic steps.
46–49 
The 
resulting PLD film growth mode depends strongly on all of these steps, in addition to the 
consideration of the cohesive energy between the ablated atoms and the binding energy 
between the atoms and substrate.
47,48
 For example, it is well established that the 
background gas pressure plays an important role in plume collisions while acting to 
compensate film stoichiometry.
33
 It is shown that a high instantaneous deposition rate 
implies a high supersaturation value that gives rise to a small critical nucleus and thus to 
a high density of nucleation sites.
33,47
 Further, the temperature is known to have a critical 
influence on the diffusion barrier, which may strongly affect the growth mode. Although 
various kinds of growth modes have been observed for oxide thin films under different 
growth conditions
50–52
, a growth diagram which combines multiple parameters and builds 
up a broad picture is still lacking.  
In this work, we choose a prototypical system of La0.7Sr0. 3MnO3 (LSMO) thin films 
grown on SrTiO3 (STO) (001) substrates to study the growth properties under different 
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conditions. This doping of LSMO is a known half-metallic ferromagnet with a critical 
temperature above room temperature, and is of interest to many different areas, such as 
spin valves, resistive random access memory (RRAM), etc.
53–56
 Theoretically, our focus 
is on the microscopic processes of adatom nucleation, step advance and their influence 
on the growth properties of oxide thin films. Based on our model analysis, we propose a 
growth diagram which defines the dependence of surface morphology, crystallinity and 
stoichiometry of oxide films on the parameters such as supersaturation and temperature. 
Our experimental observations of the LSMO growth modes under various growth 
conditions fit in the growth diagram nicely. We emphasize that the concept of 
supersaturation plays an important role in constructing and understanding growth 
diagrams for PLD thin film growth of complex oxides.  
 
3.2 Experimental Results 
3.2.1 Experimental Conditions 
Thin films of La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 were grown on single crystal substrates of SrTiO3 (001) 
(in-plane lattice mismatch of 0.8%
57
) using PLD with a KrF (λ= 248 nm) laser in an 
oxygen background containing 10% ozone,
34,37
 with the growth pressure of 2 mTorr. The 
typical film thickness is 10 nm. The repetition rate of the laser is kept at 1 Hz. In-situ 
high-pressure Reflection High Energy Electron Diffraction (RHEED) is used to monitor 
the entire deposition process. The time dependence of the intensity of the specular 
reflection was recorded. Here we employ the Pulse Laser Interval Deposition technique 
(see Ref. [2]), i.e. the growth periods are separated by the annealing periods (typically 5 
min) in which laser pulses are paused. Specifically, the laser is paused every time when 
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the RHEED intensity reaches a local maximum to allow sample annealing which 
manifests itself as the upturn of RHEED intensity. The laser pulse is resumed when the 
RHEED intensity saturates. The laser fluence was varied between 1 and 4 J/cm
2
. The 
substrate temperature was varied from 650 to 840 
o
C. The substrates are treated by 
buffered-HF and pre-annealed in O2 (1 atm) for 3 hours at 950
 o
C. The target-substrate 
distance was 4 cm. The RHEED images were taken using KSA-400 camera at exposure 
time of 667 ms at the end of the growth. Ex-situ Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) is 
used to obtain details of surface morphology. X-ray diffraction (XRD) experiments are 
conducted to measure the crystallinity of the films. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 
(EDX) is carried out to analyze the chemical composition.  
 
3.2.2 Temperature Dependence of Thin Film Properties 
We first study the influence of growth temperature while fixing the background 
oxygen pressure and the laser fluence at 1J/cm
2
. Figure 3-1a shows AFM and RHEED 
images of the pretreated SrTiO3 substrates. Flat surfaces with terrace width of 
approximately 300 nm are obtained. The sharp RHEED pattern also indicates the 
presence of flat terraces and a good surface crystallinity. Figure 3-1b and 3-1c show the 
ex-situ room temperature AFM, RHEED oscillations and in-situ RHEED images at 




C, respectively. In Figure 3-1b, for the sample 
grown at 720
 o
C, the single layer terraces inherited from the substrate are still visible 
while many sub-monolayer-height islands exist on top of each terrace. The RHEED 
intensity can only maintain its initial level for the first several oscillations, after which it 
decreases upon further growth. The final RHEED pattern shows weak intensity contrast, 
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although no extra diffraction spots are present. The room temperature AFM data indicates 
that the growth mode is still layer by layer at 720
 o
C, with a RMS roughness of only 0.14 
nm. The measured X-ray Diffraction rocking curve shows the full width of half 
maximum (FWHM) of 0.046
o
, compared to 0.039
o
 for a well-crystallized film. These 
features suggest that the film surface is poorly crystallized with layer-by-layer feature 
preserved. In Figure 3-1c, the room temperature AFM image of the sample grown at 776
 
o
C reveals neither regular terraces nor steps from the substrate and has rms roughness of 
0.45 nm. The RHEED intensity decreases during the growth and displays a weak pattern 
with extra spots, indicating 3D island formation. For sample grown at 840
o
C, as shown in 
Figure 3-1d, totally different features are present. Rod-like structures (as high as 100 nm) 
are clearly visible in the AFM image. EDX experiments were conducted to investigate 
the stoichiometry of these features. Figure 3-1d shows the Mn-Kα and O-K spectroscopy 
maps. The Mn and O concentrations of the film and the rod are different, indicating 
chemical phase separation occurs in this growth regime resulting in different 
stoichiometry of the rods as compared to the film. As shown in Table 1, a 
semiquantitative analysis
58
 indicates that the Mn:O composition ratio is roughly 1:1 on 
the rod and 1:3 on the film. The Sr concentration is hard to determine due to large 
background from the STO substrate. We cannot resolve the La concentration due to its 
proximity to the substrate Ti peak. According to the data in TABLE 3-1, the composition 







Figure 3-1: Temperature dependence of growth properties at laser 
fluence of 1J/cm
2
. (a) AFM image (left) and RHEED image (right) of 
SrTiO3 (001) substrate. (b), (c) AFM, real-time RHEED oscillations 







 laser fluence. (d) AFM (upper left) and SEM (upper right) 
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 laser fluence. Mn 
(lower left) and O (lower right) EDX spectroscopy are shown 














Counts of rod  
Standard Relative 
Intensity 
Counts of rod normalized 
with standard intensity  
Mn(Kα) 52 120 68±9 150 0.45±0.06 
O(K) 470 529 59±22 151 0.39±0.14 









The temperature dependence of growth mode has also been investigated at different 
laser fluence of 4J/cm
2
. As shown in Figure 3-2a, sample grown at 660
 o
C have layer-by-
layer features (AFM and RHEED images will be discussed in Section II-C). The sample 
grown at 760
 o
C shows a completely different morphology. In Figure 3-2(b)-(d), a 3D 
growth mode is revealed in both AFM and RHEED images. At first, the maximum 
intensity of primary RHEED spot gets weaker with each oscillation, then it remains 
nearly unchanged with almost no oscillations. The RHEED pattern shows spots with a 




Figure 3-2: Temperature dependence of growth properties at laser 
fluence of 4J/cm
2





C. (c), (d) corresponding RHEED oscillations and 










3.2.3 Pressure Dependence of Thin Film Properties 
 Next, we tune the background oxygen pressure while keeping the temperature 
(730
 o
C) and laser fluence (1 J/cm
2
) constant. A tube was installed with its end close to 
the sample surface to supply an oxygen gas pressure during the growth process. To 
ensure the same laser and temperature conditions, we use a larger substrate (5mm×8mm) 
and carefully position the oxygen tube nozzle with respect to the sample to create a 
pressure gradient over the surface of one sample. Similar approach has been used to 
create temperature gradient by other authors.
60
 As shown in Figure 3-3a, a 3D growth 
mode is obtained at low oxygen pressure, while flatter films are visible at higher pressure. 
In Figure 3-3b, we show the rms roughness of the entire film area as measured by ex-situ 
AFM. It is clearly seen that the rms roughness decreases with the direction of increasing 
local pressure. To verify that the roughness distribution does not originate from 
temperature variations due to the large substrate size, we moved our substrate by 1 mm 
laterally with respect to the oxygen tube and grew a sample under the same conditions. 
We find that the rms roughness distribution on the sample correspondingly shifts by 
about 1 mm, which excludes temperature non-uniformity effects as the cause for the 




Figure 3-3: Oxygen pressure dependence of thin film morphologies. (a) 
growth pressure dependence of surface morphology under growth 
temperature of 730
 o
C and laser fluence of 1J/cm
2
 . (b) surface 
roughness (in unit of nm) map of the sample under oxygen pressure 










3.2.4 Laser Fluence Dependence of Thin Film Properties 
 In addition to the temperature and the oxygen pressure, the pulsed laser fluence is 
another important parameter to control the film quality. Here we keep the temperature at 
740
 o
C and increase the laser fluence from 1 J/cm
2
 to 2.2 J/cm
2
. Dramatic changes are 
observed in the film growth as shown in Figure 3-4a and 3-4b. In Figure 3-5, The sample 
grown at 1 J/cm
2
 shows 3D features with FWHM of 0.050
o
 in the rocking curve, which 
indicates the poorly-crystallized nature. The sample grown at 2.2 J/cm
2
 indicates a layer-
by-layer growth mode with FWHM of 0.039
o
. According to Figure 3-4c and 3-4d, perfect 
oscillations as well as good RHEED patterns are observed, both indicating good surface 




Figure 3-4: Laser fluence dependence of samples. Samples grown at (a) 
1J/cm
2
 and (b) 2.2J/cm
2
, both under growth temperature of 740
 o
C. (c), 












3.2.5 Annealing Effect on Thin Film Properties 
Another experimental distinction of multilayer poorly-crystallized and multilayer 
well-crystallized features of the thin film sample is in use of post-annealing process. As 
shown in Figure 3-6, a poorly crystallized surface is obtained as-grown. After annealing 
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the sample in O2 at 700 
o








Figure 3-6: comparison on surface morphologies of as-grown sample 













3.3 Theoretical Results 
3.3.1 Introduction and Overview 
As a starting point, the change in surface energy si σσσσ −+=∆  is widely 
adopted to analyze observed surface morphology, where σ , sσ  and iσ  denote the 
surface energy of the depositing layer, the underlying layer and the interface energy, 
respectively.
49
 Indeed, such analysis lies in the core of the origin of the well-known 
crystal growth mechanisms such as Volmer-Weber (VW)
61





 growth. When 0<∆σ , layer-by-layer growth mode (FM) 
is favored; while 3D islands or 3D growth mode (VW) is preferred when 0>∆σ . The 
SK growth mode represents a transition from 2D to 3D growth when the lattice strain is 
taken into account. However, this description of growth is oversimplified. For example, 
even for 0>∆σ , it is still possible to achieve layer-by-layer growth.49 As seen above, 
by tuning experimental parameters, different varieties of surface morphology, surface 
crystallinity and stoichiometry have been observed. As shown in Fig.5a, the microscopic 
growth process involves multiple steps, more than the picture of surface energy change. 
Moreover, what also needs to be described is the relation between the growth conditions 
and the crystallinity and the stoichiometry of the films. Note that the discussion of 
stoichiometry is even beyond the picture of Fig. 5a where the smallest components are 
the unit cells. 
The boundaries of 2D and 3D growth have been discussed in the literature. For 
example, Metev et al. considered the mean film thickness of a 99% covered substrate and 
its dependence on the growth temperature and deposition rate.
33,64
 The boundary between 
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a low-island growth mode and a high-island growth mode was defined in terms of the 
deposition rate and growth temperature. It was shown that a high deposition rate and a 
low growth temperature favored a 2D growth mode. By comparing the timescale of 
diffusion and laser pulse interval, W. Hong et al.
50
 have constructed the boundary 
between step-flow growth and 2D island formation. 
The crystalline properties of SrTiO3-δ homoepitaxial thin films have been reported by 
Ohtomo and Hwang
51
 The growth phase diagram in terms of O2 pressure and temperature 
has been studied. It is noted that at the high temperature and low pressure region, the 
mismatching between crystallization and oxidation timescale gives rise to irregular 
nucleation and growth cycle.  
Here, we applied the theoretical treatment in Ref. [10] on the PLD growth of oxide 
thin films, i.e. 1) to consider the factors of particle exchange and energy barrier in 
nucleation to account for the crystallization; 2) to consider the rate of step advance not 
only in terms of the diffusion process, but also the adatom concentration and their spatial 
gradient on the surface which all play important roles in determining the boundary 
between 2D and 3D growth modes. In addition, the film stoichiometry is described using 
the supersaturation of the corresponding vapor to solid process. 
Here we first focus on the discussion on the temperature dependence of the nucleation 
process which strongly affects the crystallinity of thin films. Then, we focus on the 
discussion on the competition between nucleation and step advance (the growth of 2D 
islands and advance of steps), which determines the boundary of layer-by-layer and 3D 
growth. A growth phase diagram is developed based on those discussions in terms of 
growth temperature and supersaturation which is a useful concept in describing the 
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growth conditions. Our experimental findings and theoretical model are compared to test 
the feasibility of our growth diagram.  
 
3.3.2 Nucleation 
During PLD growth, the laser ablation generates a large atomic flux. As seen in 
Figure 3-7(a), these incoming atoms become adatoms on the substrate surface and diffuse. 
Some coalesce and become nuclei. At low laser repetition rate,
65
 to form small nucleus on 
top of a surface, the chemical potential of the vapor phase has to overcome a barrier due 
to the fact that the small nuclei have higher energy per atom than their bulk counterpart. 
For 2D nucleation: the change of the Gibbs free energy for forming such a square nucleus 
is 







+∆+∆−=∆                                                  (1) 
                                          si σσσσ −+=∆                                                         (2) 
where l  is the length of the nucleus, Sc is the area of the unit cell, σ  is the surface 
energy of the 2D nucleus, iσ  is the interface energy between the nucleus and the 
underlying layer and sσ  is the surface energy underneath the nucleus and χ  is the edge 
energy per unit length. 
The maximum value of G∆  with respect to the length l  is the barrier: 












                                                          (3) 
Correspondingly, the critical length for the maximum G∆  is 
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2*                                                              (4) 
The nuclei smaller than this size will decay and those larger than this size will grow. 
Because of this barrier, and the dependence on the number of adatoms and their 
diffusion length, the speed of 2D nucleation takes the form: 










µ exp,                             (5) 












µ                          (6) 












                                  (7) 
where cs  is the area of the surface unit cell; a  is the lattice constant; 0N  is the 
density of adsorption sites; χ  is the step edge energy per unit length; r is the arrival rate 
which is proportional to the concentration of adatoms; k is Boltzmann constant; desE  and 
sdE  are the desorption and diffusion energy barriers. µ∆ ，known as supersaturation, is 
the chemical potential difference of adatoms transitioning from their quasi-vapor phase 
(the mobile adatoms on the surface and the background oxygen in the gas phase) near the 
substrate to their solid phase on the substrate.  
The factor ( )Tf ,µ∆  can be considered as an effective Zeldovich factor which 
accounts for the deviation of the system from the equilibrium state; it describes the rate of 
atom exchange between the nuclei and its quasi-vapor parent phase. The factor ( )µ∆H  
denotes the energy barrier of the nucleation. The competition between ( )Tf ,µ∆  and 
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( ) )/exp( kTH µ∆−  as a function of temperature results in a maximum value of nucleation 
rate: 
                                           ( ) kHT mnuc 2/µ∆=                                                   (8) 
When the sample temperature is low, the nucleation rate is low because it’s difficult 
to overcome the nucleation energy barrier. At the same time, the effective Zeldovich 
factor is relatively high, indicating a low atom exchange rate between gas and solid. Thus, 
the nucleation rate is low and the films are not well crystallized. When the temperature is 
high, the nucleation rate is limited due to a low Zeldovich factor. However, it is easier to 
overcome the nucleation energy barrier to form nuclei. Thus, the films are well 
crystallized although the nucleation rate is also low. Consequently, Eq. (8) divides the 




Figure 3-7: Microscopic illustration of the growth processes. (a) 
Schematic diagram of the atomic process in the deposition. (b) 
Schematic of the poor crystalization (left) and the good crystalization 










3.3.3 Diffusion and Step Advance 
As shown in Figure 3-7(a), besides nucleation, another way for adatoms to contribute 
to the film growth is to attach to existing nuclei or steps causing step advance. The 
process includes the surface diffusion of adatoms towards the steps or edges of nuclei and 
incorporation of the adatoms into the kinks.  
The density of atoms adsorbed on the surface 
adn  (mostly the case 3 in Figure 3-7(a)) 
is proportional to the atom arrival rate r and the adsorption time of the atoms. Therefore, 
                                                   adad rn τ∝                                                            (9) 
given that the sticking coefficient is unity, which is the case for high energy 
incoming atomic flux. 
The life time of the adatoms 
adτ  is the time between the adsorption and the 
desorption which involves overcoming an energy barrier Edes, as shown in Figure 3-8. 
Therefore 











τ                                                    (10) 







Figure 3-8: Energy potential plot. ϕ : energy potential for kink position; 
desE : desorption energy; sdE : surface diffusion potential; U: energy 





 During the lifetime of an adatom, it moves along the surface according to the 
thermal fluctuation, or random walk, i.e. diffusion. The diffusion coefficient is 









2ν                                                     (11) 
where a  is the lattice constant and Esd is the diffusion energy barrier (Figure 3-8). 
Therefore the diffusion length is given as 










expτ                                         (12) 
 The speed of step advance involves two processes. First, an adatom moves to a 
step kink by diffusion, the rate is described as the mean distance Lsd divided by the mean 
residence time 
adτ  

















                                           (13) 
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 Second, the adatoms overcome an energy barrier to attach to the step kink (Figure 
3-8), the rate of which can be described as 













                                                   (14) 
where 
0δ  is the mean distance between step kinks and U is the energy barrier for 
adatom to attach on a step kink. Because in most cases UEE sddes >>+ , the rate of step 
advance is limited by the diffusion process. 
Assuming that the growth is in the diffusion region, i.e. the diffusion process is the 
limiting factor of step advance, the rate of step-advance can be written in the form of
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ν                                    (15) 
where ν  is the vibrational frequency of the adatom; ϕ  is the adsorption energy at the 
kink position. We note that similar to nucleation, the rate of step-advance is also a 
function of supersaturation and temperature. 
 
3.3.4 Growth Phase Diagram 
The annealing process used in this work for each monolayer helps to reach layer by 
layer growth in the later stage of a monolayer deposition. For example, the small 
nucleation on top of 2D islands may become unstable due to the lowered supersaturation 
without laser pulses and decompose into adatoms which eventually attach to the step 
edges of the lower layer via interlayer mass transfer. Thus, the processes at the early 
stage of a monolayer deposition such as nucleation and surface migration of the adatoms 
are more important to determine the growth properties.
2
 In such case, the competition 
between the nucleation rate and the step advance rate becomes a crucial factor to 
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determine the growth mode. As illustrated in Figure 3-7(c), if the nucleation rate nucJ  is 
much higher than the rate of step advance saV , new nuclei can form on top of existing 
islands before the completion of the underlying layer. In turn, several layers can grow 
simultaneously, causing 3D growth. Such a growth mode induces a reduction of the peak 
intensity of RHEED oscillation. In the other case, if the nucleation rate is much lower 
than the rate of step advance, new nuclei will form after most of the underlying layer is 
filled, which gives rise to a layer-by-layer growth mode. 
To compare the timescales, we calculate: 






= ;                                                     (16) 





nuc =                                                    (17) 
where layert  denotes the time to completely cover the substrate terrace with width L 
(the upper limit of the distance of the step advance) by one monolayer via step advance; 
nuct  denotes the time to form one nucleus on the same substrate terrace. 
The boundary in the growth diagram between layer-by-layer or 3D island growth is 
given approximately from nuclayer tt ~  : 















































          (18) 
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As can be seen in Eq. (18), layer-by-layer growth can be achieved above a certain 
threshold µ∆  even with 0>∆σ . In addition, the step width L  is also an important 
parameter to tune the growth modes.
50
 
By considering all the above discussions, taking Eq. (8) and Eq. (18), using µ∆  and 
T as variables, we are able to construct a growth phase diagram, as shown in Figure 3-9. 
For simplicity, a Kossel crystal (i.e. here a layer refers to a layer of unit cell instead of an 
atomic monolayer) has been considered here and we only consider the nearest neighbor 
interaction for the strength (or the bond energy) b . The parameters used are: L=300 nm; 
1310=ν  Hz; a=0.4 nm; r=1022 cm-2s-1; bEdes 2= ； bEsd = ； 2/b=χ ; and b3=ϕ . The 






Figure 3-9: The theoretically constructed growth diagram. L1 (red): 
boundary between stoichiometric and non-stoichiometric growth; L2 
(green): boundary between layer-by-layer (LBL) and 3D growth; L3 
(blue): boundary between the poorly crystallized (P-C) and well 





The boundary L1 (red online) corresponds to 0=∆µ . Below L1 the growth is non-
stoichiometric due to the inability of completing the thermo-chemical transition from the 
quasi-vapor phase to solid phase of the certain compound.
66
 Above L1 the film can be 
grown with the right stoichiometry. Boundary L2 is calculated using Eq.18 which 
separates the layer-by-layer growth from the 3D growth. Boundary L3 is calculated using 
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Eq.8 which separates the poorly crystallized (P-C) and well crystallized (W-C) growth 
modes. Here we assume that all the boundaries are independent with each other. Thus, 
five different regions can be defined in the phase diagrams: non-stochiometric; poorly 
crystallized 3D (P-C 3D); poorly crystallized layer-by-layer (P-C LBL); well crystallized 
layer-by-layer (W-C LBL); well crystallized 3D (W-C 3D).  
We note that the low laser repetition rate used (1 Hz) allows us to use steady-state 
considerations since the adatoms reach steady-state concentration during pulse 
intervals.
65
 For simplification, we used the average deposition rate to analyze the process 
of nucleation and step advance. We also neglected the effect of epitaxial strain which 





3.4 Comparison of Experimental Results with Growth Phase Diagram 
3.4.1 Dependence of Growth Parameters with Supersaturation 
    It is important to verify whether the predicted phase diagram is consistent with the 
experimental data, and provides useful guidance on thin film growth of complex oxides 
by PLD.  
   The supersaturation, though not a direct tunable experimental parameter, is 
dependent on the temperature T, background oxygen pressure P, and the laser fluence (i.e. 
atom arrival rate r). 
As seen in Figure 3-10, in gas-solid phase transition, the phase boundary as a 
function of P(T) divides the two phases. In equilibrium, if the (P, T) combination falls on 
the solid side the system is in its solid phase. On the other hand, at non-equilibrium, for a 
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finite amount of time, a system can be with a (P, T) combination on the solid side but still 
remains in gas phase. This chemical potential difference between the combination (P, T) 
















 The quantitative definition of supersaturation for point (P, T) is 











RTµ                                                     (19) 
where P0 is the pressure value at the equilibrium state. Same analogy holds for the 
atom arrival rate. Thus, supersaturation increases with increasing pressure and laser 
energy. 
 To find the dependence of supersaturation on temperature, one has to consider the 
supersaturation change at the phase boundary, as shown in Figure 3-11: 
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From Gibbs-Duham equation sdTvdPd −=µ  where s  denotes the entropy, the first 
term: 
                                    ( ) ( )[ ] ( )1212 ,, TTsTPTP −−=− µµ                                           (21) 
 The second term is the chemical potential changes along the phase boundary, 
which has the relation ( )TRdhPd /1/ln ∆−= , where h∆  is the enthalpy change between 
crystal and vapor phase per mole, which does not vary too much with temperature. 
Using Gibbs-Duham equation again, one can get: 
( ) ( )[ ]dTboundaryPsTPsThdd ,,)(ln −+∆−=∆µ , where s(P, boundary) is the 
entropy at the phase boundary with pressure P. Since entropy does not change very much 
within the solid phase, )(lnThdd ∆−≈∆µ . 
   One can see that at constant pressure, the supersaturation decreases 




3.4.2 Comparison of Experimental and Theoretical Data 
In Figure 3-11, we summarize our experimental AFM images and fit them into the 
theoretical growth diagram. For guiding purpose, we use different arrows to illustrate the 













Figure 3-11: Qualitative comparison between experimental results 
and theoretical growth diagram. Arrows description: dash-dot-dot: 
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First, the temperature dependence of samples grown at a laser fluence of 1 J/cm
2
 is 
shown (the dash-dot-dot arrow). As discussed, the sample grown at 720
 o
C has a poorly 





C, the growth mode becomes three dimensional, corresponding to 
region P-C 3D; while further increasing the growth temperature to 840
 o
C will lead the 
system to non-stoichiometry. Next, we study the temperature dependence of samples 
grown at relatively large laser fluence of 4 J/cm
2
, as indicated by the dash-dot arrow. For 
sample grown at 660
 o
C, the high supersaturation is able to put the system into a well 





C, the sample crosses into a well crystallized 3D growth mode 
(region W-C 3D), consistent with our theoretical understanding. 
We also examine the effect of laser fluence at fixed temperature and background 
pressure. Higher laser fluence translates into a higher ablated atom arrival rate, which 
implies a larger supersaturation. Indeed our experiments reveal that a higher laser fluence 
can lead the samples from a poorly-crystallized 3D phase (region P-C 3D) into a well-
crystallized layer-by-layer phase (region W-C LBL), as indicated by long dash arrow in 
Figure 3-11. Similar results have been revealed in experiments in which films become 
smoother when increasing the laser repetition rate.
67,68
 The increase of the oxygen 
pressure also corresponds to an enhancement of the supersaturation, which leads the thin 
film from a P-C 3D state to a P-C LBL state (solid arrow). 
The experimental and theoretical results in this work are consistent with the findings 
of Metev et al.
33,64
 in which a high deposition rate (high supersaturation) and a low 
growth temperature favored a 2D growth mode. The dependence of the boundary 
between step-flow growth and 2D island formation constructed by W. Hong et al.
50
 on 
the atomic flux (supersaturation) differ from the findings of this work. On the other hand, 
the boundary constructed by W. Hong et al.
50
 has not been verified by experiments. The 
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observation of Ohtomo and Hwang
51
 also fits nicely in our more complete growth 
diagram because according to our theoretical model, the supersaturation decreases with 
temperature and increases with oxygen pressure.  
 
3.4.3 Summary 
To summarize, we studied the surface morphology, crystallinity and stoichiometry of 
LSMO thin films on STO (001) substrates grown using PLD. Various growth modes and 
phases have been observed. Theoretical considerations establish a growth phase diagram 
which reveals the nature of different growth modes in terms of supersaturation and 
temperature under the following condition: 1) the change of surface energy σ∆ is 
ignorable; 2) the step advance is in the diffusion region; 3) the early stage of forming a 
layer is the most important in the growth process. As a result of the thorough theoretical 
framework, our derived growth diagram excellently matches the experimentally observed 
growth modes. As a case study, our results demonstrate the possibility of more 











Chapter 4 Electric Field Effect in Spatial Confined Manganites 
4.1 Novel Resistive Switching Effect in Phase Separated Manganites 
4.1.1 Introduction and Motivation 
Starting from Tokura’s paper in 1997, which demonstrate in PCMO the collapse of 
the charge-ordered insulating state to a ferromagnetic metallic state by a large static 
electric field
28
, extensive study using static or pulse E field to trigger phase transition 
have been demonstrated by different groups. Tokunaga et al. found that in (La1-
yPry)0.7Ca0.3MnO3 (y=0.7) bulk system, electric current around 20mA can break the phase 
separation inhomogeneous state to homogeneous insulating state by local heating effect 
(Figure 4-1, left).
69
 In another case, La5/8-yPryCa3/8MnO3 (y=0.4) insulating to metallic 
transition under large voltage and the heating effect has been excluded in this case 
(Figure 4-1 right).
70
 These effects show interesting physics of how to manipulate the 









   
 
Figure 4-1: electric current and field effect on manganites. Left: 
Magneto-optical image of breaking phase separation state to 
homogenous state by current from Ref. [68]; Right: Insulating to 





 Another main purpose to study electric field effect is the application of resistive 
random access memory (RRAM), which is considered as new generation of flash 
memory device due to its low operation voltage, nonvolatile, long operation time, etc. 
Perovskite manganites are one of the most promising categories. In principle, with 
different polarity of electric pulse, the manganites stay different resistivity level, namely 
Electric pluses induced resistive switching (EPIR). In 2000, Liu et al.
71
 first reported the 
EPIR effect using PCMO, as shown in Figure 4-2. After that, similar effects are reported 








     
 
Figure 4-2: RRAM effect in PCMO manganites. Left: typical device 
geometry, from Ref. [71]; Middle and Right: Typical RRAM behavior, 





 While the underlining mechanism of the EPIR effect in manganites is still far 





 and oxygen vacancies. None of them can comprehensively explain 
the switching effect. On the other hand, many people assume that such an effect has a 
strong connection with the spatial inhomogeneity (or phase separation) widely existing in 
perovskite manganites. Rozenberg et al. proposed a theoretical model to achieve bipolar 
resistive switching by assuming small non-percolating metallic domains embedded in 
large insulating matrix.
73
 However, no direct experimental evidence is available to clearly 
address this issue. 
 
4.1.2 Experimental Findings  
Here, we are not focusing on the interface effect, but on how the electric voltage 
pulses can influence the manganites in the EPS states. To study such effect, we want to 
access as few domains as possible through photolithography technique. 50nm (La1-
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xPrx)5/8Ca3/8MnO3 single crystal thin film is grown on the SrTiO3 (001) substrate. 
LPCMO wires with width of 300um and 1.6um is fabricated on the same substrate, as 






Figure 4-3: sample geometry and RvsT data. (a) 300um and 1.6um 
wide wire, the probe direction and pulse direction are indicated. (b) 







The resistance vs temperature field cooling data is shown in Figure 4-3b at 
constant magnetic field of 3T. It is noticed that the 300um wire shows a smooth insulator 
to metal transition at around 110K, while the 1.6um wire shows strong step-like feature at 
low temperature, consistent with previous reports.
37
 A transition of decreasing resistance 
is found around 59K, indicating COI and FMM phase coexistence at a wide temperature 
window. In the following, we will input voltage pulses through the contacts with different 
polarities and then measure the wire resistance after pulsing. This procedure is the same 
analogy of RRAM device, the difference lies in that our samples resistance is dominated 
by the wire bulk, not the metal-manganites interface. 
We kept the magnetic field at 3T and decrease the temperature to desired point, 
then starting the pulsing sequences. Figure 4-4a shows typical features of voltage pulse 
induced resistance change at the EPS region. Generally, resistance decrease 
monotonously after voltage pulses is applied. We calculated the relative percentage of 
resistance change at different temperatures for both wires at fixed maximum pulse 
voltage of ±10V, using the equation %   	 
/
  , where  and 
 denote 
the high and low resistance states before and after pulsing, respectively. From Figure 4-
4b, it is seen that in 300um wire the maximum CER change is about 60% while in a 
1.6um wire the CER change can be as huge as 6000% at 65K, which is near the critical 





Figure 4-4: Voltage pulses induced resistance change. (a) Resistance 
decreases with applied pulsed voltages for 300um and 1.6um wire. (b) 





These features is somewhat expected and can be explained in a scenario of COI 
melting under applied electrical voltages.
76
 At the phase coexisting regions, the electrical 
voltage can trigger the breakdown of COI domains and COI domains become metallic to 
open conducting channels inside the system. Thus, decrease in resistance state is seen. 
While in the 1.6um wire, the global transport properties are dominant by a few residual 
domains inside the wire. The breakdown of one COI domain will have substantial 
influence on the transport properties, thus a very large change in resistance is observed. 
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This effect is smeared out when wire width is increased since multi-channel percolation 
is possible so that opening or closing one channel will have a smaller effect on the 
transport properties, as indicated by 300um wire. 
We keep focusing our study on the 1.6um wire. Unexpected behavior is found 
when we further pulse voltage into the system. Figure 4-5a shows the resistance change 
versus time plot while the voltage bias of 5V and -1V is applied at an interval of 
approximately 20sec. Resistance drop is first observed followed by a reversible resistive 
switching behavior. A zoom-in plot of the resistive switching part is shown in Figure 4-
5b. This behavior is unusual since it is widely accepted that the voltage induced 
breakdown of COI states is irreversible. Such behavior suggests new mechanism as 





Figure 4-5: Voltage pulses induced resistive switching. (a) Resistance 





We have considered several possibilities which may cause such behavior. Joule 
heating can be possible reason for such switching behavior because by applying voltage 
pulses, current will flow through the manganites inevitably.
77–79
 We rule out heating 
effect by doing a small trick. While pursuing the voltage pulse sequence of 5V, -1V, 5V, 
-1V, after 5V is applied and removed, we apply a voltage pulse of 1V. As shown in 
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Figure 4-6, the 1V pulse has no effect on changing the resistance state which indicates 
that voltage with opposite polarity (-1V) is necessary to induce such memory effect. The 
voltage of 1V and -1V will produce the same amount of heat in our LPCMO wire, thus 
















While our findings seem to have the same effect as a traditional RRAM effect 
which can be attributed as interface effect, our data differs from the traditional RRAM in 
the following ways. First, our data can be repeat in both 2-probe and 4-probe 
configuration, thus any effect due to contact interface resistance can be ruled out. Second, 
in Figure 4-7, the I-V characteristic of our RRAM behavior is present, the direction of I-
V hysteresis differs from normal RRAM device, in fact, two resistance states disappear 
after I-V sweep, possibly due to melting of COI phase. Third, our effect is only visible in 
a temperature window from 70K-80K, where the COI state is still robust in the wire. 
Therefore, our findings differ totally from normal RRAM devices and strongly suggest 
















4.1.3 Model Consideration 
While imaging techniques such as MFM and Microwave Impedance Microscopy 
(MIM)
80
 is desirable to check how the domains react with the applied voltage, at this 
stage, it is very difficult since it involves leads led into system with low temperature and 
high magnetic field. So here we propose a mechanism that can explain the phenomena. 
It is known that the electric field can lead to melt down of charge ordering phase, 
it is also been suggested that domain movement can happen under applied electric field.
81
 
In Figure 4-8, we propose that our finding is a combination of COI melting and domain 
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movement. At first, the COI domains block the conducting channel inside the wire. At 
stage (a), the applied voltage melts down the COI state and opening the conduction 
channel, causing decrease in resistance. While more and more conducting channel is 
opened, the effect of applied voltage gets smaller on the residual COI domains. Finally, at 
certain stage (b), the electric voltage does not have enough energy to melt down the COI 
domains, but is able to make it move. The change of voltage polarity will effectively 












Our new findings provide a new example on how to use bipolar electrical voltage 
to create new type of RRAM devices. It is not only the interface that matter, the EPS is 
very interesting phenomena which can be used to control electronic behavior in 
manganites.  
 
4.2 Dynamic Resistive Switching Controlled by Local Lateral Gates 
4.2.1 Introduction and Motivation 
Electronic phase separation in single crystal complex materials is widely observed 
across many material classes.
1,5,82–85
 In these systems, regions with vastly different 
resistive and magnetic properties can coexist on length scales ranging from microns to 
nanometers.
82
 While there is a great deal of debate on the exact mechanisms that give rise 
to this phenomenon, it is well accepted that the strongly correlated spin-charge-lattice-
orbital order parameters are of central importance in how these phases seed and coexist. 
6,72,86
 Even small variations to these underlying energetics can have dramatic effects on 
phase behavior and can lead to colossal changes in character.
30
 Most proposed device 
applications in these exotic systems are based on controlling the macroscopic behaviors 
by application of global field tuning such as substrate strain, magnetic fields, or thermal 
manipulation.
5,6,30,87,88
. However, recent work on materials confined to length scales on 
the same order as the phase domains residing within has shown that it is possible to create 
structures in which transport is dominated by one or a few domains.
37,40,85,89
 This means 
that macroscopic behaviors can be regulated by controlling mesoscale phenomena which 
opens the door to using localized fields to create desired electronic circuitry within a 
single crystal material. We describe an example of this approach where the inherent 
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metallic and insulating electronic phases are effectively controlled in a spatially confined 
single crystal manganite wire through the application of local electric fields. 
 
4.2.2 Experimental Methods 
50 nm thick [La1-xPrx]5/8Ca3/8MnO3 (x=0.3) films were grown epitaxially on 
SrTiO3 (001) substrates with a miscut angle of <0.1 degree in an ultrahigh vacuum 
chamber with a base pressure < 1×10
-10
 Torr using laser (248 nm, 1 J/cm
2
 fluence) 
molecular beam epitaxy. The growth temperature was set at 820 C with an O2 growth 
pressure of 1 ×10
-3
. Layer by layer growth was monitored by reflection high energy 
electron diffraction (RHEED) at a growth rate of ~1 unit cell per minute. Films were 
further annealed ex-situ in flowing O2 at 1.5 atm at 780 C for 10 hours. Film thickness 
uniformity, and quality were further verified by atomic force microscope (AFM) and X-
ray diffraction. 
Firstly, the high-aspect wire structures of LPCMO were patterned by e-beam 
lithography. Negative maN-2403 e-beam photo resist (Microchem Corp.) was spin-
coated at 3000 rpm for 45 s, and then baked on a hot plate at 90 
o
C for 1 min. The 
patterns were exposed using FEI Nanolab 600 equipped with a Raith Elphy Quantum 
pattern generator at 30 kV acceleration voltage with exposure dose of 200 µC/cm
2
. For 
the 400 and 700 nm wide wire, a higher exposure dose of 280 µC/cm
2
 was used. The 
exposed sample was developed in Microposit MF CD-26 developer for 30 sec, and rinsed 
with deionize water. The sample was argon ion etched in an Oxford Dry Etcher with an 
argon flow of 30 standard cubic cm per minute, a Pressure of 3.0 mTorr,  an RF Power of 
150 W, an  ICP RF Power of 2000 W, at 20 
o
C for 1 min. After etching, the gate structure 
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of Au was patterned by e-beam lithography and a lift-off process. Positive ZEP 520A e-
beam photo resist (Zeon Corp.) was spin-coated at 3000 rpm for 45 sec, and then baked 
on a hot plate at 180 
o
C for 2 min. The exposure conditions were 30 kV acceleration 
voltage and 200 µC/cm
2 
dose. The exposed sample was developed in xylene for 30 sec, 
and rinsed with isopropyl alcohol. Ti (3 nm)/Au (20 nm) was deposited by e-beam 
evaporation. Finally, large(100mmx100mm) Ti (3 nm)/Au (90 nm)  contact pads used for 
wire bonding and which overlapped the patterned gold gate lines, were patterned using 
standard UV contact lithography and a lift-off process. 
Transport properties were performed on a Quantum Design Physical Property 
Measurement System (PPMS) using the 2-probe method in a < 1 mTorr vacuum.  
Electrical connections between the sample and gate electrodes to the PPMS puck were 
made using a Kulicke and Soffa wire bonder (model 4123) with twenty microns diameter 
Al wires being directly connected without using any paint or solder. In all transport 
measurements presented, the magnetic field was applied along the direction 
perpendicular to the substrate surface during the transport measurements. Resistance 
measurements were taken in constant current mode using a Keithley 2400 power supply 
with a drive current of 50nA. All gates were tested at 100 V for leakage current; none 
was found within limit of measurement device (<100pA).  Voltages on gates were 
applied using Keithley 2400 power supplies in constant voltage mode. Magnetization 
data was taken using a Quantum Design Magnetic Properties Measurement System. 





4.2.3 Experimental Findings and Theoretical Considerations 
The ideal prototype material to create controllable phase separated circuitry needs 
to have domain sizes that are easily accessible with standard confinement techniques, 
must be known to have a sensitivity to order parameter tuning, and must have a region 
known to possess energetically balanced electronic phases of significantly different 
resistive properties. For these reasons, we selected the colossal magnetoresistive 
manganite [La1-xPrx]5/8Ca3/8MnO3 (x=0.3) (LPCMO) as an example study. Near its metal 
insulator transition it is known to have coexisting charge-ordered insulator (COI) and 
ferromagnetic metal (FMM) domains of a size which can be easily accessed with 
nanofabrication techniques.
21
 These phases have also been shown to coexist in a strain 
liquid phase, also known as a fluid phase separated state, where the domains strongly 
interact to maintain local energetic balance.
76,90–92
  A 50nm thick single crystal film of 
LPCMO was grown on a SrTiO3 (001) substrate. The film was etched using electron 
beam lithography to create 4 pairs of 40um x 40um pads connected by 20um long wires 
of 400 nm, 700 nm, 1000 nm, and 2000 nm widths. Figure 4-9a shows an example of our 
experimental device design where a 700 nm x 20um manganite wire is set in a 2-probe 
geometry with 3 sets of freestanding lateral gates having a width of 1.35um evenly 
spaced along the wire length to apply in-plane electric fields on each wire across a 1um 
vacuum gap for each pole. This geometry provides us the opportunity to study how local 
electric fields can modify electronic phases in a small region of the wire without injecting 
extra carriers through an interface. Figure 4-9b shows the cooling resistance versus 
temperature under a 3T magnetic field for all wires. We see that all wires except the 
widest show very clear sharp jumps in resistance along the metal-insulator transition 
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which indicates that transport is being dominated by a series of single domains 
transitioning from an insulating phase to a metallic phase.
34,37,89,93
 The onset of the 
metallic phase seeding is most clearly seen on the 2000nm wire below 123K due to its 
wider percolation path. The cooling magnetization curve of the parent LPCMO material 
in Figure 4-9c gives a ferromagnetic metal phase onset below 120K while the warming 
curve shows the presence of a glass phase below 80K and points to a strain liquid phase 
between these two temperatures where the metallic regions are not frozen into the 
background insulating matrix. In 4-9b and 4-9c, the highlighted regions show the 
temperature range in which a strain liquid phase is present. It is within this region where 
the phase domains are thought to be most energetically balanced and should give the 






Figure 4-9 Device geometry and basic transport properties of [La1-
xPrx]5/8Ca3/8MnO3 wires. (a) SEM image of device configuration 
showing 3 sets of lateral gates placed along phase separated wire. (b) 
Resistance vs temperature on cooling under a 3T magnetic field and 0 
gate bias for 20 micron wires (c)Magnetization vs temperature plots of 
parent LPCMO material under 0.1 T magnetic field. Highlighted 
regions in (b) and (c) show temperature window between onset of 
ferromagnetic metal phase seeding and blocking temperature where 









 In Figure 4-10, we compare the behavior of the 400 nm, 700 nm and 1000 nm 
wires when applying a bias across the central gate. In each case, we see a clear resistive 
switch at a voltage that is wire width dependent. The percent change of resistance is also 
tied to wire width with the wider wires having a smaller resistive change. Indeed, the 
2000 nm wire only gives a resistive switching of ~1% and this only at its peak resistance 
at 115 K (not shown).  These resistance switches are dynamic in nature, as the resistance 
returns to its virgin state when the gate bias is released. This is in stark contrast with 
previously observed resistive switching behaviors in manganites, where electric field is 
used in top gating geometries to drive non-dynamic switching through interface 
modulation or in current pulse geometries that rely on ionic modification.
72,94
 Also of 
note, the resistance remains relatively unchanged below the switching voltage and has 
only a narrow temperature window of operation which describes a completely different 
mechanism than traditional semiconductor field effect transistors (FET) where 
application of a bias immediately begins to saturate the transport channel with holes or 
carriers and shows a continuous change in resistance preceding the final stable resistance 
state.  Here, the resistive switching is only present within a temperature range of ~120 K 
– 85K which corresponds to the presence of the strain liquid phase and is consistent with 





Figure 4-10 Local electric field effects on wire resistances.
Resistance versus gate voltage curves under 3T magnetic field for 400 
nm, 700 nm, and 1000 nm wires under central gate electrode bias 
where each curve is taken at individua
temperature. (Right) Maximum relative resistance change across a 















To understand the relation between switching bias and wire thickness, we 
consider the vacuum-LPCMO-vacuum junction as three capacitors in series which allows 
us to solve for the electric field strength at the edge of each wire. We find that the 
average electric field at switch onset is very similar for all wires. Figure 4-11a shows the 
gate biases needed to apply a constant electric field of 114 kV/cm at the wire edges as a 
function of wire thickness for a serial capacitor model. The average switching bias for 
each wire is consistent with this linear relation which leads to the conclusion that at a 










Figure 4-11 Modeled bias and electric field effects. (a)Required gate 
voltage in a model serial capacitor network for a constant electric field 
of 114 kV/cm on the wire wall as a function of wire width (green line). 
(b) Colorized SEM images showing three pairs of gates along a wire 
with superimposed percolative domain movement model. (top) 
disordered metallic(yellow) and insulating(red) electronic phases  
coexisting in a random non-percolative network under no electric field. 
(bottom) Bias applied to central gate creates a non-uniform electric 
field in the wire which drives electrophoretic domain movement 





To understand how the transport channel is being modified we need to consider 
several possible mechanisms. Electroresisitve switching in manganites has been reported 
on unconfined samples when large pulses of electric current have been applied along the 





 We can rule out this possibility, because we see no measurable 
leakage current (< 100pA), the resistance is fully recovered when gate bias is reduced 
below the switch onset voltage, and the switching is only active between metallic domain 
seeding and glass transition temperatures. Another mechanism to consider is that the 
substrate is doping carriers into the wire similarly to traditional semiconductor FETs; 
there are some examples of this in complex oxides.
81,96,97
 However, this explanation 
would require the switching behavior to be active across a wide range of temperature, 
have a saturation region upon voltage application, and have the sign of electroresistance 
dependent on bias polarity. We see none of these behaviors.  
The reduction in resistance by local electric field in our experiments can be 
explained in the scenario of phase domain network modification triggered by a critical 
electric field. These modifications could come from insulating domains transitioning to 
the metallic phase or from a repositioning of domains to form a low resistance path. 
There are several reasons to expect the latter explanation. A charge ordered to 
ferromagnetic metal phase transition is known to be of first order which means that there 
is a free energy component that must be accounted.
98,35,36
 We observe little or no 
hysteresis in the bias sweeps and the switching field does not appear to be dependent on 
temperature, so it seems unlikely that the primary cause of the opening percolation path is 
due to an increase in the metallic volume fraction. This leaves domain sliding as a 
possible mechanism. 
Dielectrophoresis is a mechanism where nonuniform electric fields applied to 
fluids comprised of two different dielectric values can drive dielectric segregation.
99
 In 
the case of the confined LPCMO wire, the coexisting electronic phases have different 
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dielectric values and can act to generate the necessary nonuniform electric field while the 
eg electrons which drive phase formation can migrate similarly to a liquid.
99
 As depicted 
in Figure 4-11b, between the onset of the seeding of the metallic phase and the glass 
transition blocking temperature, the insulating and metallic phases coexist in an 
unconnected percolative network.
100
 In this fluid phase separated region, the energy 
balance between the insulating and metallic phases are very close which allows domain 
sliding with the application of an external electric field.
90,95,99
 The metallic and insulating 
phases segregate which opens a percolation channel and reduces the wire’s resistance. 
Similar critical electric field needed to trigger this realignment in all wires is consistent 
with a requirement to overcome seed location pinning sites due to step edges or internal 
Columbic repulsion between phase domains.
34
  
There are several benefits to this type of electronic fluid phase device. Compared 
to other switching devices, which can degrade with use and time caused by ionic 
implantation/migration or suffer from dielectric breakdown, this design allows contact 
free, reversible control of the electronic states which should greatly increase device 
lifetime.
96
 Figure 4-12a shows the resistance of the wire as it is cycled 10,000 times 
between gate bias of 0.2V and 70V; the two resistance states are stable and without decay 
over time. Figure 4-12b shows the binned values of all collected resistance states and 
shows consistent resistance levels. Indeed, no extra carriers are induced into LPCMO 
wires thus the concern of heating and leakage degrading the device performance can be 
removed. Also of importance, while one set of gates can produce two stable resistive 
states, the addition of more gates along the wire length allows access to more unique 
resistive states. Figure 4-12c demonstrates a four level resistive device that is created 
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with the use of two sets of gates. Each level is a combination of on and off states 
triggered by energizing/de-energizing different combinations of the two gates at a bias of 
65V. Since the wire region between each gate is unique and has a randomly distributed 
volume fraction and distribution of metallic domains, the relative change to the 
percolation channel’s resistance after switching is different for each region.  As such, 
fabricating smaller gates or increasing the number of gates should give access to even 













Figure 4-12 Effects of device cycling and example of multi-level 
switching. (a)Horizontal step plot of resistance vs time where a 70 V 
bias is applied and removed with a full cycle every 2 seconds. 
Resistance levels are nearly identical at the beginning and end of 
10,000 cycles with no sign of aging.  (b)Histogram of resistive levels 
collected from 10,000 voltage cycles show two clear resistive levels 
corresponding to the biased and unbiased states. (c) four level resistive 
behavior achieved by controlling two pairs of gates simultaneously on 
the same wire. 1 corresponds to the central gate while 2 corresponds to 
a gate nearer the drain pad. Red represents that the gate is unbiased. 
The lowest resistance state corresponds to a 65 V bias applied to both 
gates while the highest resistance state is reached with no applied bias 










As a prototype system, LPCMO allows us to access local electronic properties 
where mesoscale phenomena can be used to dominate macroscopic transport. Further 
reduction of gap size and backfill of high-k dielectric in vacuum are possible strategy to 
help reduce the voltage amplitude to trigger such memory effect. The utilization of 
nanometer scale EPS in materials such as LaCaMnO3 can help shrinking down the device 
to the scale of tens of nanometers. The usage of LrSaMnO3 which reported to have EPS 
around room temperature will open up the possibility towards achieving room-
temperature devices for semiconductor technology. Our study provides a new avenue 
towards controlling electronic phase separation in tuning the electronic properties. There 
is no shortage of complex materials exhibiting electronic phase separation across a wide 
spectrum of temperatures, domain sizes, and resistive and magnetic properties. This 
offers the possibility of creating an almost infinite combination of temperature specific 
and size selectable electronic devices.   
 
 
4.3 Seeding FMM Domain Nucleation and Growing by Static Electric 
Field  
4.3.1 Introduction and Motivation 
In the previous section, we have shown that by putting the system in the EPS state 
first and turn on the electrical voltage the reversible resistance state switching is seen. As 
for the EPS manganites, it is known that the nucleation of domains is a random process 
even though the mechanism has been proposed by different authors such as quenched 
disorder and elastic strain.
101,102
 It is important that if we can find a way to control the 
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domain nucleation and percolation process. Indeed, by applying a static electric field, we 
observed temperature dependent resistance modulation which strongly suggested local 
FMM domain seeding mechanism.  
In recent field effect transistor study based on manganites materials as channel 
layers, the multilayer field effect configuration with different top gates or bottom gates 
geometries.
103–106
 The common feature of those geometry is that additional electrons or 
holes are induced into the system which cause carrier modulation so that the effect can be 
seen in all temperatures. Thus, whether such field effect modulation is correlated with 
EPS is not clear. By using the geometry as described in the previous section, we are able 
to apply local electric field without inducing additional carriers, which makes our method 
the ideal way to study whether the electric field can alter the EPS properties.   
  
4.3.2 Experimental Findings 
As shown in Figure 4-13, same geometry is used in this experiment. The electric 
voltage of 15V is applied across the wire at 260K, where the system is in the 
paramagnetic insulator state at this temperature. Then, the system is cooled down to 10K 
under this electric voltage and constant magnetic field. Figure 4- shows typical features 
of such electric field effect on the resistance vs temperature curve for gating the 400nm 
wire. While the resistance remains nearly unchanged beyond 150K, the resistance shows 
a substantial decrease below this temperature, as shown in Figure 4-13 upper image. By 
turning on two separate sets of gate electrodes, a larger resistance decrease is seen. We 
summarized the ER percentage and transition temperature shift in the low panel in Figure 
4-13. The Electro resistance change up to 400% and Tc shift up to 9K is observed.  
 
Figure 4-13: Resistance modulation by static electric field
resistance modulation for the field cooling process. Lower: maximum 





 Such electro-resistance modulation is totally different from 
since the resistance change only happens below the paramagnetic phase. 
fact that no extra carriers are induced into our system, 
that electric field has modulated the seeding mechanism in
 In Figure 4-14 we conduct one set of experiments by turning on the voltage at 
260K and turning off the voltage at different temperature
93 
.  Upper: 
-resistance. 
normal FET behavior 
Considering the 
our observation strongly suggests 
 the wire. 




gate electrodes. The black curve is unbiased while the red curve is 15V biased down to 
10K. Distinct difference has seen especially at low temperature regime. For both curves, 
the low temperature region shows flattened resistance, indicating a partially completed 
conduction channel. The biased state shows a low resistance with ER % about 50%. The 
blue curve shows the RvsT resistance with voltage bias turned off at 130K, the 
temperature which no deviation has occurred for red curve compared to blue one. As seen 
in Figure 4-14, almost no change in resistance compared with unbiased one is visible. We 
note that near the transition temperature, due to the random domain seeding with different 
temperature cycles, it is normal that different RvsT curves show different resistance 
values.
37
 While the low temperature resistance is nearly the same with unbiased one 
which indicates that beyond 130K, the domain nucleation conditions has not been altered 
extensively by the local electric field. 
Next, we repeat the same procedure but release the bias at 118K as shown in the 
cyan curve. The cyan curve follow nearly the same tendency as the one biased through 
the whole temperature range (red), especially at low temperature. This effect clearly 
indicates that such effect occurs at temperature high than 118K, which is just above the 
transition where the big drop in resistance takes place. The brown curve is the voltage 
released at 124K in between 118K and 130K. A resistance state in between black and red 
curve is clearly seen. 
It is well known that in this material, at high temperature, the system is in the 
paramagnetic insulator phase.
5
 As cooling down, a strong COI starts to take over and the 
resistance keeps on increasing. At certain temperature, the FMM phase starts to pop up 
inside the COE matrix and energetically favorable to seed and grow. In terms of 
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measured resistance, it will still go up slowly since the FMM percolation channels have 
not completed.  Once the percolation channels are completed, the resistance will drop 
substantially, as seen in the black curves in Figure 4-.
107,108
 This behavior strongly 
suggests that applying electric field can force the FMM domain to seed and grow around 
it. Once the electric field is turned on, the FMM is more likely to seed near the wire edge 
and grow during further cooling, causing decreased resistance and shifting of transition 
temperature. It is interesting to point out that such electric field is necessary beyond the 









Figure 4-14: Resistance versus Temperature measurement by turning 





The behavior we observed is a unipolar effect
105
, i.e. the change of voltage bias 
polarity does not change the direction of resistance drop. Such effect also suggested that 
FMM seeding by the static electric field can be accounted for the driving mechanism in 
our system. 
Our findings provide a new example on how to control the EPS state in correlated 
system by the use of electric field. The geometry of multiple independent gates allow us 
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to selectively choose multiple seeding locations, thus achieving effective control on the 























Chapter 5 Ongoing and Future Works 
5.1 Inherent R-C Circuits in Confined EPS Manganites 
Due to the random seeding of EPS states in manganites, the effective and precise 
control of the electronic domains becomes a challenging goal on the manganites. During 
the past several years, we have effectively using different experimental knobs towards 
understanding and controlling EPS.
109
 The utilization of EPS as functional devices is 
another important field we want to achieve right now and in the future. Here, we propose 
a possible utilization of spatial confined manganites thin film as inherent band-pass filter. 
Our results on I-V curves indicate that an inherent R-C circuit may exist once the sample 
is grown on a single substrate.  
Thin film of LPCMO with 0.3 Pr doping is grown on LaAlO3 substrate. Wire of 
20um and 5um width is fabricated using conventional wet etch lithography. The I-V 
curve is taken under changing current as a sequence of 0-500nA-0-(-500nA)-0. Figure 5-
1 shows the Resistance vs Temperature data and corresponding I-V characteristics. The 
20um wire shows I-V curve which has been reported before, i.e. the system became more 
metallic like states after current sweeping. This is the typical symbol of COI melting as 
discussed in the previous chapter. The I-V curves for 5um wire shows a totally different 
feature. When starting from the origin axis, the I-V curve exhibits a remnance at zero 
current. Unlike the I-V for 20um wire where the resistance always decreases as sweeping 
more loops, the remnance behavior is stable even cycling 20 times. Such a remnance 
effect has never been reported before. It reminds us of the leakage capacitor behavior of 
typical R-C circuit. Indeed, the capacitive characteristics in LPCMO has been reported 
previously while the COI domain can be considered as capacitor while the FMM 
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component is considered as the leaking resistor.
110
 Indeed, when the system is not 
confined to the domain size, any current will flow through the metallic portion along with 
melting the COI state; while the confinement effect will force the electrons to interact 
with both states. The phenomena we observed could be attributed to the charging effect 












While the R-C circuits have the ability to filter the noise at certain frequency 
cutoff, acting like either high or low pass, or band pass filter. Our epitaxial confined thin 
film provides a very good example since the device is inherent after growth and the cut-
off can be realized by simple confinement into microns scale. Due to the interaction 
between COI with the external magnetic field, applying magnetic field could effectively 
change the relative volume ratio of the COI and FMM domains to effectively control the 
cut-off properties, hopefully. Our data on I-V curves already show some flavor on the 
dependence of magnetic field. As shown in Figure 5-2, the remnance behavior is reduced 
as the magnetic field is applied and finally disappears at 1T. The removal of magnetic 








Figure 5-2: I-V characteristics on changing the magnetic field. 
Magnetic field increases from 0 to 1000oe (left) to 5000oe (middle) 




The capacitive charging may be the mechanism to explain our remnance I-V 
findings, there are possibilities that the COI may be ferroelectric. The ferroelectricity is 
known to have electron dipole polarization after removal of electric field.
111
 At this stage, 
this is just a wild guess and evidences from imaging techniques such as PFM should be 
ideal to prove it. 
 
5.2 Interfacial Effect in Confined Manganites 
As introduced in Chapter 4, the utilization of interface effects in manganites has a 





 and Mott transition
115–118
 has been proposed. The link between EPS and 
the interface RRAM behavior has not been established yet. It will be ideal to add 
controllable EPS state into the RRAM scenario to improve the device diversity. To do 
this, the key challenge lies in the fabrication of structure into micron scale and the 
designing of interface structures. Here, we propose two possible ways of studying the 
correlation of interface RRAM behavior with EPS. 
 Due to the vertical structure nature of the RRAM devices, it is important to make 
vertical junctions with the size comparable to EPS domains. It is somewhat very 
challenging on oxides since it requires a conducting substrate electrode and leakage free 
vertical junctions. In Figure 5-3, we show a possible geometry of doing such junctions.  
(1) Epitaxially grow SrRuO3 (SRO) thin film on top of STO substrate as bottom 
electrode. 
(2) Epitaxially grow LPCMO thin film on top of SRO. 
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(3) Use conventional optical lithography to etch LPCMO into different patterns, at 
the end of the lithography process, leave the photoresist on top of the patterned LPCMO 
and put another droplet of photoresist directly on top of SRO. 
(4) Evaporate dielectric materials such as Lu2O3 on top of the sample as an 
insulating medium to separate the bottom and top electrode. 
(5) Wash away the photoresist in solvent. The material on the top is lifted off and 
washed together with the photoresist below. Also, a “hole” is created in SiO2 layer as a 
region to evaporate Au/Ti contact onto the bottom electrode SRO. 
(6) Evaporate Au/Ti on top of the sample with designed pattern. The Au/Ti on top 











The benefit of this approach is to allow us measure the transport properties with 
small size scale in the vertical direction. We are able to fabricate sub-micrometer size 
patterns to achieve transport measurement for various purposes. In the case of LPCMO, 
shrinking down to such length scale gives us the opportunity to reach single domain 
structure. In that sense, we are capable to manipulate the metallic and insulating phases to 
achieve different functions.  
104 
 
 The method above can help clarify the issue of how spatial inhomogeneity affects 
the EPIR. By reducing the LPCMO dimension down to hundreds of nanometers, we are 
able to fabricate the sandwich structure with a pure insulating LPCMO domain which 
gets rid of the electronic inhomogeneity originally existing. By measuring the electrical 
pulse induced the resistive switching effect, we have the ability to clarify whether 
electronic PS has any effect on the electrical pulse induced resistive switching (EPIR). 
Also, by shrinking down the sample size from millimeter film-like to sub-
micrometer dot-like geometry, it enhances the chance to investigate the single domain 
dynamics and the two phase competition.  The thin film geometry is not a good method 
to investigate this issue because numerous conducting channels under percolation and 
lots of competing phases simply smear out all the meaningful fluctuation and 
competitions of the ferromagnetic metallic and anti-ferromagnetic insulating domains. 
The wire geometry
9
 is a promising way to monitor the fluctuation of the phase dynamics 
but it still contains finite number of domains coexisting. Using the approach described 
above, we are able to study single domain dynamics and few domains competing 
phenomena through transport or other methods. This will benefit to the understanding of 
the physical dynamics of the perovskite manganites. 
Another way of fabrication is to use the wire geometry. Figure 5-4 shows the 
picture of doing such study. Basically, the confined contact electrodes are put down on 
top of the spatially confined wire. The current technique can shrink the wire down to 
400nm and the contact electrodes down to tens of nanometers, which provides more 
possibilities on playing with different knobs. By selectively using 2-probe, 3-probe and 4-
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probe measurement combined with applying voltage pulse, we expect to see different and 







Figure 5-4: Wire geometry on studying interface RRAM effect. Cyan: 









5.3 Helium Implantation on Lattice Parameter Tuning in Manganites 
The strain plays an important role not only on controlling the lattice degrees of 
freedom, but on electronic, magnetic and orbital degrees. The effective control by 
substrate lattice mismatch has been shown to successfully controlling the in-plane strain 
state and anisotropy of EPS domains. Another knob to tune is the controlling of c-axis 
lattice strain and we successfully find a way to do that by means of Helium implantation. 
In Figure 5-5, by doping Helium ion into the thin film manganites, we have seen that the 
c-axis has been expanded by up to 0.7% without degrading the crystal quality. The 
advantage of using Helium ions is that they are inert so that no electron contribution will 
be induced into the manganites layers, simplify the problem a lot. Our initial XRD data 
indicates that the in-plane lattices are still locked to the substrate while the c-axis is 
expanded. We are working on the issues of how such huge lattice change will influence 






Figure 5-5: Lattice parameter expansion by implanting Helium into 







5.4 Concluding remarks 
Complexity is all around us and it is a great deal if we can disentangle them. In 
this dissertation, we mainly focused on two directions for this dissertation: establishing a 
growth phase diagram of PLD thin film growth and electric field control of the EPS 
manganites. 
Somebody may say that the research on growing thin film manganites using PLD 
is a very mature technique and there is no need to focus the study on them. Indeed, 
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everyone can grow good quality film right now, but this is not the excuse of stop focusing 
on the growth. Especially for PLD, the complexity is always present since it involves 
multiple elements, background gases and high temperature. While different growth 
features have been observed as little pieces in different papers, there are not many papers 
which intend to put them together. Moreover, theoretically, it is even more challenging 
on establishing such a phase diagram because microscopically it is so complicated that 
assumptions and simplifications have to be made. By reading different books on basic 
theories and principles, we find that it is possible to putting them together in terms of two 
parameters: supersaturation and temperature. A theoretical diagram has been established 
and five different growth modes are proposed. Luckily, the experimental study confirms 
the feasibility of the growth diagram, at least quantitatively. Although it takes a full year 
of growing all these samples and taking characterization measurements, it really makes 
me feel that through this project, I have learned so much on how to think, work as a 
scientist. The work we have done on the growth diagram is really a small step towards 
fully understanding the experimental growth observation with the theoretical 
consideration. More works can to be done such as adding strain into the consideration, 
defining the phase boundary to further clarify the PLD growth properties. 
The study on using electric field to control is very hard at the beginning due to the 
fact that manganites right now are not the hottest materials and numerous works have 
been done on it. The discovery of large scale phase separation in LPCMO can be traced 
back to 13 years ago and many techniques and methods are used to study this system, 
covering most of the angles. Thus, to find more hidden phenomena, new probing 
techniques or novel ways of designing is necessary. Spatially confinement is an ideal way 
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to make a system from parallel resistor network into a series resistor network, unraveling 
lots of the mystery inside such complex system. By directly putting voltage pulses into 
the wire, we have observed the novel resistive switching behavior which can be explained 
in the picture of domain movement. Such finding is not enough to us and we want to 
study more. When searching in the literature, when people talks about using electric field 
in terms of putting voltage on the sample through direct contact, it is always an effect of 
inducing current flowing through the system. Thus, we want to study the effect of pure 
electric field, without direct current contacting the sample in a spatially confined way. 
Thanks to the great effort by Dr. Rack and Dr. Noh, the side gate device has been 
successfully fabricated which allows us to study the local effect on changing the EPS. 
Two major observations are observed which can be considered as dynamic and 
static effects. By putting the system into the EPS state, the application of electric field 
can induce a reversible change in the local resistance state. We speculate that such 
electric-field induced resistance modulation can be attributed to electrophoresis effect on 
moving domain wall, which can be considered as dynamic effect. The static effect are 
also been observed. By putting the system in the initial paramagnetic states, applying a 
static electric field and cooling the system down, we find a large electro resistance 
change up to 400% along with an increase in transition temperature. Such effect strongly 
suggests that the electric field is able to seed the FMM phase near the wire edge locations 
and effectively help this phase to grow during cooling. Our findings provides an example 
of using novel device structure and pure electric field on controlling the phase separation, 




The work presented in this dissertation offers new information on the theoretical 
and experimental growth of thin film manganites by PLD method as well as effective 
control of electronic phase separation phenomena by electric field. Further research along 
this thinking and working line will help us unravel more and more mysteries in the 
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